Abstract. The signature of fibered complex surfaces is sometimes localized at finite fiber germs. We analyze this phenomenon by using datum of local monodromy in the mapping class group and a certain rational divisor on the moduli space of stable curves.
Introduction
Let f : S → B be a proper surjective holomorphic map from a compact complex surface S to a Riemann surface B such that the general fiber of f is a Riemann surface of genus g. Let Sign S be the signature of the intersection form on H 2 (S, Q). If there exist a finite number of fiber germs (f, F i ), F i = f −1 (P i ) (1 ≤ i ≤ s, P i ∈ B) and a local invariant σ(f, F i ) is geometrically well-defined such that
then we say Sign S is localized and call σ(f, F i ) a local signature. Our problem here is to discuss how to formulate and also how to calculate the local signature. It should be formulated by depending on the nature of the general fiber of f (see §2.2).
One of the motivation of this problem comes from the study of the topological structure of Lefschetz fibration, which also relates to symplectic geometry. The other motivation comes from the algebro-geometric study of complex surfaces, especially geography of surfaces of general type.
The author already published two survey papers around these fields with Konno [5] and with Endo [3] respectively. In very recent years after that, (3) Assume f is a hyperelliptic fibration of arbitrary genus. Endo [11] and Morifuji [26] formulated and calculated it for Lefschetz fiber germ by using Meyer function. Xiao [36] formulated it by using the method of double covering. See also Arakawa and the author [1] .
From (1) to (3) , all the germs with non-zero local signatures are germs of singular fibers. Although from (4) below, "a certain special" smooth fibers also carry non-zero local signatures, which seems to be a remarkable property of this notion.
(4) Assume f is a non-hyperelliptic fibration of genus 3. Reid [30] essentially formulated it by using the relative canonical algebra. Kuno [21] formulated and calculated it for Lefschetz fiber germs by using the method of Meyer function. (Kuno also formulated it to a fibration of plane curves.) Chen and Tan [9] essentially formulated it by using the method of triple coverings.
(5) Konno [19] essentially formulated it for fibrations of arbitrary genus whose general fiber has a preassigned Clifford index by using the relative canonical algebra. If f is a Clifford general fibration of odd genus, his argument is more precise than the general case. For a Clifford general fibration of odd genus (which is called Harris-Mumford general fibration in this note), Yoshikawa and the author [6] formulated and calculated it in some sense by using the Harris-Mumford formula and the local signature defect of the author [2] .
(6) In the case where f is a genus 4 fibration whose general fiber has two mutually distinct trigonal structures, Yoshikawa and the author [6] formulated it by using Eisenbud-Harris formula. Konno [20] formulated it by using the relative canonical algebra.
In the above references, we include the results which are concerned with the notion of Horikawa index, because Horikawa index is a "precise version" of local signature in some sense (cf. [5, §2] ).
Although the following (7) and (8) are reports of certain symposiums written in Japanese at this stage, we add them here for their value.
(7) Yoshikawa [37] formulated and calculated it for Lefschetz fiber germs for a certain generic fibration by using even theta constant.
(8) Furuta [12] , [13] presented a method of formulation for a certain generic fibration by using eta invariant and odd theta constant. Sato [31] realized it for a certain special fibration.
In Polish-Japanese Singularity Conference at Sopot (2007), we talked about a new type of local signature exploited in [2] and [6] . Although [2] and [6] are not yet under publication at this stage (2008 August), the author would like to announce here the main result of them. For the details, see [2] , [6] .
To say philosophically, our notion of local signature discussed here consists of two terms of "moduli" and "monodromy" :
If f is stable, only the moduli term contribute to the local signature. If f is unstable, the monodromy term appear as a correction term between the unstable fiber germ and the germ of its stable reduction. We discuss the monodromy term in §1. By combining the moduli term with it, we present our local signature in §2. The author would like to thanks the referee for useful comments.
Local signature defect
This section is a summary of the main result of [2] . We define the local signature defect of a degeneration of Riemann surfaces, and express it explicitly in terms of the data of topological monodromy.
1.1. Let 0 < ǫ < 1 be a sufficiently small real number. Let f : S → ∆ a normally minimal degeneration of genus g over a closed ǫ-disk ∆ = {t ∈ C | |t| ≤ ǫ}. By definition, S is a smooth complex surface with boundary, the general fiber f −1 (t) (t = 0) is a closed Riemann surface of genus g and the reduced scheme F red of the central fiber F = f −1 (0) is normal crossing and any (−1) curve in the components of F meet other components of F at least three points. We denote the restriction of f to its boundary by ∂f : ∂S −→ ∂∆ ≃ S 1 .
Since the restricted family over the punctured disk f −1 (∆ * ) → ∆ * = ∆ \ {0} is differentiably locally trivial, there exists a Riemannian metric h S = {h ij } on S such that the restriction over a tubular neighborhhod of ∂S is a product metric. We put h ∂S the restriction of h S to ∂S. The choice of h S is not unique, and we fix one of them. Let SignS be the signature of the intersection form on H 2 (S, ∂S; Q), and η(∂S, h ∂S ) be the eta-invariant of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [8] . Inspired by Furuta's discussion [12] 1 , we put σ(f, F ; h ∂S ) = SignS + η(∂S, h ∂S ).
Let f : S → ∆ be the stable reduction of degree N of f , and let ρ : ∆ → ∆, ρ : S → S be the natural maps. By definition, ρ is a cyclic cover of degree N totally ramified at the origin, S is a normal 2-dimensional complex space with at most rational double points of type A which is birationally equivalent to the fiber product of S and ∆ over ∆, and the central fiber F = f −1 (0) is a stable curve in the sense of [10] . Namely, F is reduced, normal crossing and has no (−2) component.
Let h S be a Riemannian metric on S so that h S is an extension of the natural pull back of the restricted metric of h S to a tubular neighborhood of ∂S. Since the map ρ is umramified near the boundary, it is well-defined. The metric h S is a product metric near the boundary ∂ S, and the eta-invariant
Definition 1.1.1. The local signature defect of the fiber germ (f, F ) of order N is defined as
Riemann surface of genus g). It is well-known that µ is a pseudo-periodic map of negative twist as an element of the mapping class group Γ g of genus g (cf. [5, §3] ). Note that µ is well-defined as a representative of a conjugacy class of Γ g . Let
be the decomposition into the annulus-part A = A j which is the disjoint union of the annular neighborhoods A j of simple closed curves on Σ g belonging to the admissible system of cut curves, and the body-part B = B i which is the disjoint union of Riemann surfaces B i with boundary, such that the boundary set ∂B coincides with the boundary set ∂A. The restriction µ| B is periodic, i.e. the power (µ| B ) N for some natural number N is the identity map id B . The power of the restriction (µ| A j ) N to each annulus A j is a right-handed integral Dehn twist. We call such N a pseudo-period of µ. Note that N is a multiple of the minimal pseudo-period N 0 (i.e. the minimal natural number among all the pseudo-periods). Note that, since the stable reduction is possible if and only if the covering degree of the base change coincides with the pseudo-period of the monodormy map, we use the same symbol N (cf. [2, §2] , [5, §3] ). Now let [µ] be the equivalence class of µ of the set M g of the conjugacy class of the mapping class group of genus g. We review the conjugacy invariants of [µ] introduced by Nielsen [28] .
Let C be an oriented simple closed curve on Σ g . Suppose there is a natural number m = m( C) such that µ m ( C) = C as a set, where m is assumed to be the minimal number which enjoys this property. Moreover suppose (µ| C) m is periodic of order λ = λ( C) ≥ 1. Then for any point R on C, there is a natural number σ = σ( C) with 1 ≤ σ ≤ λ − 1 such that the iteration of µ m are situated in the order (R,
is called Nielen's valency at C ( [27] ). Let δ = δ( C) be the integer which satisfies σδ ≡ 1 (mod λ) and 1 ≤ δ ≤ λ − 1. Then the map µ m | C behaves as the rotation of angle 2πδ/λ in a suitable parametrization of C. Since the number δ is also important in our argument, we simply call the quardruplet (m( C), λ( C), σ( C), δ( C)) the valency at C.
Let Q be a point on the inside of a body component B i \∂B i . Let m(B i ) be the minimal natural number such that µ m(B i ) | B i = id B i . If there exists a natural number m = m(Q) which is strictly smaller than m(B i ) such that the points {Q, µ(Q), · · · , µ m−1 (Q)} are distinct each other and µ m (Q) = Q, we call Q a multiple point. Then there exists a disk neighborhood D Q of Q which is invariant under the action µ m . The valency (m(Q), λ(Q), σ(Q), δ(Q)) at Q is defined to be the valency of the boundary curve ∂D Q of D Q whose orientation is defined from the outside of the disk. (Note that the orientation of ∂D Q is defined from the inside in [22] .)
For an annulus component A j , we put ∂A j = ∂A
j the decomposition to connected components of the boundary curve where the orientation is defined here from the outside of the annulus. The valency at A j is defined to be the couple of valencies (m(∂A
If there exists a natural number β such that µ β interchanges the boundary components of A j , i.e. µ β (∂A
j , we call A j an amphidrome annulus. Otherwise we call A j a non-amphidrome annulus.
Let α be the smallest natural number such that µ α (A j ) = A j does not interchange the boundary components. Let γ be a non-zero integer such that 268 T. Ashikaga µ γ | ∂A j is the identity map. Then γ is a multiple of α, and µ γ : A j → A j is a result of e full Dehn twist, e being an integer. Then we define the screw number at A j by s(A j ) := eα/γ.
The theorem of Nielsen [28] and Matsumoto-Montesinos [22] says that the conjugacy class of µ is determined by the data of (i) valencies at multiple points {Q} and the annuli {A j }, (ii) screw numbers at the annuli {A j }, (iii) the action of µ to the extended partition graph Γ(µ), i.e., the onedimensional oriented graph whose points correspond to {B i } and whose segments correspond to {A j } in a natural way.
1.3.
By depending on the discussion in §1.2, the invariants of the orbits of the monodormy map are naturally defined as follows. Let Σ g = B ∪ A ′ ∪ A ′′ be the decomposition to the set of body connected components B = B i , the set of non-amphidrome annuli A ′ = A j and the set of amphidrome annuli A ′′ = A k with respect to (the representative of) the monodromy map
] be the orbit decomposition with respect to the cyclic action generated by µ f . Namely two components B i 1 and B i 2 are equivalent iff B i 2 = (µ f ) n (B i 1 ) for some integer n, and B/ ∼ is its equivalence class. We set
α } 1≤α≤ϕ(i) be the set of all the valencies which are attached to multiple points and boundary curves of B i . Let
be the continued linear fraction. The sequence {n k } r k=0 of natural numbers which satisfies n 0 = λ
is called the multiplicity sequence of the above continued linear fraction.
Let
) be the valencies of both boundary curves of the non-amphidrome annulus A j . (We write λ (1) (A j ) = λ (1) etc. for simplicity if it is no confusion.) The screw number is written as
where K(A j ) is an integer greater than or equal to −1 ( [22] ). Set
and let
i=0 be their multiplicity sequences of λ (1) /σ (1) and λ (2) /σ (2) respectively. Moreover we put
.
Assume K(A j ) = −1. There exists an unique pair (ω(j), ω ′ (j)) of integers with 0 ≤ ω(j) ≤ r(j), 0 ≤ ω ′ (j) ≤ r ′ (j) which satisfies
from [22, §6] and [33, §6] . Assume ω(j) ≥ 1, ω ′ (j) ≥ 1. Let σ (2) be the natural number which satisfies σ (2) δ (2) = σ (2) λ (2) + 1. According to Takamura [33] , we define integers d, v * by
where α * is the integer which satisfies
be the valency of a boundary curve of the amphidrome annulus A k , and s( Lsd(f, F ; N ) = − 1 3
where the summations take over all the classes of the orbit decompositions.
Let f : S → ∆ be the semi-stable reduction of f . The surface S is obtained from S by the resolution S → S of rational double points of type A at the double points of F . The boundary ∂ S of S coincides with ∂ S, and has the natural Riemannian metric h ∂ S . For the fiber germ ( f , F ), we put σ( f , F ; h ∂ S ) = Sign( S) + η(∂ S, h ∂ S ). Similarly we define the modified local signature defect of order N as follows, which is also independent of the choice of h ∂S .
Remark 1.3.5. Tan [34] described the effect of global semi-stable reduction to some global invariants of fibered surfaces in the language of singularity. Therefore Corollary 1.3.4 might be considered as an infinitesimal and also topological version of his results in some sense.
Remark 1.3.6. The relation between Corollary 1.3.4 and Atiyah's formulation [7, §6] for a degeneration of elliptic curves seems to be the following from our viewpoint. All the monodormies of degenerations of elliptic curves except for a semistable one is periodic, or elliptic element in other words. If we consider the periodic case, our modified local signature defect coincides with the first term of Corollary 1.3.4. This is nothing but the Dedekind sum from our method of proof. Our proof is essentially reduced to Dedekind sum by using the orbifold signature theorem, which can be calculated in terms of continued linear fractions (cf. [4] ). Since the "moduli" term discussed in §2 vanishes in this case, this also coincide with our local signature.
On the other hand, "intrinsic local signature" discussed in [7, §6] is nothing but the Dedekind sum. This is the reason why our local signature and Atiyah's one coincide with each other for a degenaration of elliptic curves.
We also refer Ogata-Saito [29] for an extension of [7, §6] to another direction.
A signature divisor on M g
This section is a summary of a certain part of a joint work with K. Yoshikawa [6] . We define the signature divisor on the Deligne-Mumford compactification. As an explicit signature divisor, we use a certain divisor which comes from Harris-Mumford's formula. As a conclusion, we propose a new type of local signature for Harris-Mumford generic fibration. 
We often identify δ i and δ with the corresponding Q-line bundles over M g . Let S be a 2-dimensional complex space with at most rational double point of type A, B is a compact Riemann surface and f : S → B is a proper flat holomorphic map such that any fiber of f is a stable curve of genus g. We call such f a stable fibered surface of genus g. Then the induced map µ f : B → M g is defined by
Since S is Gorenstein, the dualizing sheaf ω S of S is locally free. Let ω S/B := ω S ⊗ f * ω −1
B denote the relative dualizing sheaf of the family f and set λ(S/B) :
which is a holomorphic line bundle over B. Let CH 1 (B) denote the divisor class group of B. There exists a unique divisor class λ g ∈ Pic(M g ) ⊗ Q such that for every stable fibered surface f : S → B of genus g,
The divisor class λ g is called the Hodge class. Inspired by Smith [32] , we define the following:
2.2. From now on, by a fibered surface f : S → B, we mean that f is a proper surjective holomorphic map from a compact connected nonsingular complex surface S to a compact Riemann surface B such that f is relatively minimal, i.e., any fiber of f contains no (−1)-curve. A fiber of f might not be a stable curve in general. The genus of a fibered surface is defined as the genus of its general fiber. Although f is an unstable in general, since B is complex one-dimensional, the induced map from the complement of the critical locus B \ Σ f to M g extends to a holomorphic map from B to M g by [18] or by the valuative criterion. This extended map is again written as µ f : B → M g and is called the induced map. We consider the infinitesimal neighborhood of a fiber of a fibered surface. Let f loc : (S, S 0 ) → (∆, 0) be a relatively minimal one-parameter deformation germ of a curve S 0 of arithmetic genus g, whose total space S is assumed to be smooth. For simplicity, we write (f, S 0 ) = ((f loc , S 0 )) for f loc : (S, S 0 ) → (∆, 0) and consider it as a fiber germ. We often identify a fiber germ with its representative. (2) For every A-general fibered surface f : S → B of genus g,
which is a finite sum by (1).
Once a signature divisor D ⊂ M g is given, we can associate the corresponding local signature with respect to M g \ Supp D as follows.
Let f loc : S → ∆ be the normally minimal model of the relatively minimal fibration f loc : S → ∆, and let #Bd N R is the number of contractions of (−1)-curves to obtain f loc starting from f loc . Let ∆ ′ → ∆ be the cyclic cover totally ramified at the origin whose order coincides with the minimal pseudo-period N 0 of the monodormy map of f loc , and let f ′ : S ′ → ∆ ′ be the semi-stable reduction of f loc . Let µ f ′ : ∆ ′ → M g be the induced map. By using the modified local signature defect of order N 0 , we define
This is an invariant of the fiber germ (f loc , S 0 ).
is a local signature with respect to
is the multiplicity of the divisor µ * f ′ D sign at the origin of ∆ ′ .
2.3.
For a compact Riemann surface C, let C(C) denote the field of meromorphic functions on C. The gonality of C is the integer defined by gon(C) := min{deg f ; f ∈ C(C), f is not constant}. In particular, the following Q-divisor is a signature divisor of M g when g = 2k − 1:
Definition 2.3.2. The Harris-Mumford local signature is defined as
where N b is the minimal pseudo-period of the monodromy map around S b .
When A = M g \ Supp D HM in the Definition 2.2.1, an A-general fibered surface of genus g is said to be Harris-Mumford general. Example 2.3.5. If (f, S b ) is a germ of a generic smooth hyperelliptic curve (resp. a generic non-separated Lefschetz fiber, resp. a generic separated Lefschetz fiber) in a non-hyperelliptic fibered surface of genus 3, then σ HM (f, S b ) = 4/9 (resp. −5/9, resp. 1/3). Therefore σ HM coincide with Kuno's local signature [21] in these cases.
